Abstract: This paper presents a novel camera simulation framework capable of simulating the optical path of a variety of camera systems through the technique of Monte Carlo Path tracing. Path tracer is a ray-tracing technique that uses Markov chains to solve the global illumination problem, i.e., the problem of calculating the distribution of light in an environment, taking into account all forms of scattering, absorption, and interreflection. In global illumination, we deal with the interaction of light that reaches a surface directly from a light source (direct lighting) as well as the interaction of light that reaches a surface as a result of scattering or transmission from or through other objects (indirect lighting). Available pieces of ray-tracer software use very simple models for their camera system like the pinhole camera, the thin-lens camera, and the thick-lens camera. The novelty and strength of our simulation tool is the capability to simulate any arbitrary and complex camera system. Any kind of optical component (like mirrors, prisms, and optical filters) can be placed inside the camera system or on the image sensor, and the tool synthesizes the image taken by that complex camera system, which can be used to optimize the parameters of the system for a specific application. The tool was used to simulate the optical path of a variety of passive depth recovery systems (like stereoscopy, Plenoptic Camera, and Bi-prism camera) that are included in this paper.
1. Introduction
Active versus Passive Depth Recovery
Depth recovery is a central problem in machine vision. A range image, which represents the distances between a viewing point and various surfaces in a scene, can be derived by active or passive techniques. In active ranging some form of energy is directed toward an object and then measured on its return, like sonar, laser, or structured light. In passive ranging, the light from a normally illuminated scene is captured and analyzed by one or more cameras. The active method results in excellent depth solution, but the main disadvantage of this method is the bulk and expense of the system. Some methods of passive ranging and depth estimation are depth from focus [1] and depth from shading [2] , but the most popular method of passive ranging is Binocular stereo vision or stereoscopic vision [3] , which extracts depth information by the use of two cameras. Two images from two different viewpoints are taken by the cameras and after matching the corresponding image points in two views; depth is estimated from the disparity of corresponding points using epipolar geometry [4] . Disparity is the displacement of a point in one image with respect to its correspondent in the second image. Epipolar geometry describes the relationship between two viewpoints and simplifies the problem of point matching from the domain of all the pixels in the image to the pixels on a specific line in the image called the epipolar line.
Despite the popularity of this technique, stereoscopic vision has some disadvantages. Two separate cameras must be used, which increases the bulk and expense of the system. These two cameras must be accurately positioned and calibrated. Camera calibration is the process of determining a camera geometric and optical constants and its pose in a 3-D world coordinate system. Stereoscopic vision only extracts information about one axis like horizontal or vertical parallax. The inevitable intensity and geometric differences between two views, resulting from using two different cameras, makes the point-matching process difficult. A small baseline affects the accuracy of disparity, and when it is large, the chances that occlusion occurs become higher, but the depth resolution is improved. Baseline is the distance between the centers of projection of two cameras. Correspondence problem, which is the problem of determining the matches between corresponding points, is known to be demanding from a computational point of view. Depth recovery relies highly on the accuracy of points correspondence, which is highly sensitive to noise. The absence of high-frequency information such as edges and texture from the image biases the correspondence process. Research only managed to overcome some of the difficulties mentioned above. Furthermore, knowing that some of these difficulties stem from the use of two different cameras (intensity and geometrical differences), some research went toward the design of cameras called single-lens stereo cameras, which use the same camera system to produce stereo pairs as if taken by spatially offset cameras.
Plenoptic camera is a single-lens camera designed by E. H. Adelson [5] . After its invention in 1992, the plenoptic camera remained a research-domain device whose usefulness has never been assessed; until recently, a team at Stanford university used a modified version of the plenoptic camera to achieve a 3-D camera system [6] .
In early days, applications like military and robot navigation, inspection of objects in industrial product lines, etc. drew most of the research efforts, but today, applications like face recognition systems, virtual keyboards, object and person monitoring, Biomedical, virtual reality games, etc. are emerging. Speed, compactness, and specially cost concerns for these new applications prompted the emergence of a new generation of solid-state imagers.
While active techniques have a better overall accuracy, these systems are mostly bulky, expensive, and consume too much power. They require at least a laser light source and mechanical scanning equipment. Also, to reduce the scanning time, they require very high-speed imager sensors. Passive techniques, on the other hand, drew more research efforts because of their practicality and applicability in a variety of environments without the need for expensive equipment.
To summarize, although passive depth-recovery systems cannot compete with their active systems rivals in depth resolution, they are cheaper, more compact, and consume less power. In today's applications, passive depth recovery is mainly used to obtain the boundary of smooth surfaces, whereas active depth recovery is applied to detect the details of the surface.
Camera System Simulation
Ray tracing is a technique for image synthesis, creating a 2-D picture of a 3-D scene. Imagesynthesis techniques rely on simulating the distribution of light around an environment in order to calculate how much light reaches a particular pixel of the image. The inputs to the ray tracer are the scene description (objects and light sources) and camera description (sensors, lenses, and other optical components), and the output is a synthesized image of the virtual scene taken by the virtual camera.
Due to the complexity of the camera systems that we are simulating, the simulation cannot be carried out using mathematical modeling and approximations. We divide the simulation problem into two parts. As can be seen in Fig. 1 , the first part is the simulation of the camera lens system, and the second part is the ray tracing in the scene.
The main strength of the camera simulator that we are presenting lies in the first part, simulating the optical path of the camera lens system itself.
There are two different kinds of ray tracers. First, are the image synthesis ray tracers used in computer graphics like Lightworks, 3Delight, Picogen, and POV-Ray. These packages produce extremely high-quality and realistic synthesized images, but the camera models they use are very simple cameras (mainly pinhole, thin lens, and thick lens). These packages have absolutely no capability when it comes to modeling complex camera systems. The other are optical design software like Optics Software for Layout and Optimization (OSLO), Zemax, ASAP, TracePro, or Code V. These packages mainly use very simple 2-D ray-tracing algorithms to design lenses and other optical components, but they are not image synthesizers. For example Zemax needs to be used together with POV-Ray to produce any kind of synthesized image of a scene. Since our goal was to be able to do image processing on synthesized images taken by a complex camera system while being able to change any given parameter of the scene, camera lens system, or pixels, using these kinds of software was not possible. Therefore, the reason we developed CAMSIM (which is being used in our lab to design complex passive depth recovery systems) was that no software alone could deliver the simulation results that we need, and if we wanted to use two packages together (Image synthesizer and Optical design), there was always the problem of compatibility of the reflectance models with absolutely no option of modifying objects and classes.
Almost all the ray-tracing packages do backward Ray tracing. In this approach, we are following rays not forward from the light sources to object to the pixel, but backward, from the pixel to the objects to the light sources. This way we restrict our attention to the rays which we know will contribute to the synthesized image.
Camera Simulation Framework

Path-Tracing
The algorithm we chose for our ray-tracer engine is called the Path-tracer. The reasons for choosing this algorithm are the following.
Realistic results. Path-tracer solves the global illumination problem completely and supports both the diffuse and specular reflection of the surfaces. Because most of the possible applications of our cameras would be industrial, choosing a ray-tracing algorithm which supports both the specular materials (metal) and the diffuse materials (plastic) is essential. 
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Speed. The path-tracer algorithm is fast, compared with other ray-tracing algorithms. Implementation. Compared with other ray-tracing algorithms, path tracer is easy to implement. The most important part of a ray-tracing algorithm is solving the Global illumination problem, that is, correctly calculating the distribution of light within an environment, taking into account all forms of scattering, absorption, and interreflection which commonly occur. In Global illumination we deal with the interaction of light which reaches a surface directly from a light source (Local illumination) as well as the interaction of light which reaches a surface as a result of scattering or transmission from or through other surfaces.
In 1986, Kajiya [7] proposed a formula in the form of an infinitely recursive integral equation to describe the global illumination
where Lðx ; Â x Þ is the radiance from point x in some direction Â x ; therefore, if x is a point in the scene that we are looking at, then this term is the radiance coming from this point in the direction of the eye and, therefore, is the color of the pixel in which we are interested. N x is the surface normal at point x , and L e ðx ; Â x Þ is the emitted surface radiance in direction Â x at point x . This will be zero if the surface is not an emitter itself. The integral expresses the radiance contribution of the secondary emitters. The domain of the integral x is the hemisphere of directions above the surface at point x . This represents all the possible incoming directions, and for each one, we need to calculate what the incoming radiance is, sum them together, and use the Bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) of the surface f r to calculate the outgoing radiance in the direction Â x . However, in order to calculate the incoming radiance from point y along direction Â y , we need to solve an integral equation of the same form as above, and hence, the whole process is recursive.
McCabe [8] solved the rendering equations by using Markov Chains. The rendering equation is a Fredholm Integral of the Second Kind
where g(x) is a known function, and f(x) is unknown. K(x,y) is the Kernel operator. f(y) will be an equation of the same form, as shown in the following:
Therefore, the process is recursive. At each point, we take a sample point i over the interval [0,1] according to some Probability Density Function PDF p i ðx Þ. Therefore, an estimator can be derived as follows:
where 0 ¼ x. The series of 1 ; 2 ; . . . is called a Markov Chain because the PDF for each point depends only on the previous point. This is also known as a Random Walk [9] . In practice, we cannot extend a random walk to infinity, and therefore, we need some methods of terminating the walk. This cannot be done by simply terminating at some fixed number of recursions because this introduces bias. The usual way to deal with this situation is to employ some form of Russian Roulette. This means that the paths are terminated probabilistically and results in an unbiased estimator. In order to add the effect of direct lighting along the path, McCabe [8] divided the hemisphere of directions above x into two parts. One part is composed of all those directions which lead to light sources, and the other is composed of those directions which do not. Therefore, we have two integrals which can be evaluated independently, and therefore, we can use different PDFs in each case.
We therefore need to calculate the reflected radiance from a point x in direction Â x as a result of incoming radiance coming directly from light sources. To calculate this, we rewrite the rendering equation, and we get
where g(x,y) is a visibility function which gives 0 if the path from x to y is occluded and 1 otherwise. This term is evaluated by casting a ray, which is often called a shadow feeler or shadow ray from x to y i . Now, we need to take some sample points from the surface of the light source, and we change the domain of the integration from all the directions in the hemisphere to the surface points of the light source:
This represents the change of the integration domain from to y . N x is the surface normal, and N y is the normal to the light source surface. If 1 is the angle between N x and the line from x to y , 2 the angle between N y and the line from y to x , d the distance from x to y , and I s the intensity of the light source in any direction, we get
Since it is an integral equation over the surface area of the source, we can use Monte Carlo integration to solve this by picking random sample point y on the surface according to some PDF and averaging the results. Therefore, by choosing the Phong model for BRDF and N samples on the light source surface, we get
gðx ; y i Þcos 1 cos 2 pdf ðy Þd 2 (8) To further improve the accuracy of the ray-tracer, we implemented path tracing with next event estimation (PTNEE) [10] , using modified Phong reflectance model [11] .
Camera Lens System Simulation
In order to simulate the optical path of the camera system, we first need to generate the initial rays starting from the pixel and then trace them first through the optical path of the camera system and then through the scene.
One of the most important objectives in ray tracing is to ensure that the final color of a pixel correctly represents the objects that contributed to it. In order to achieve this, we should use the appropriate sampling techniques.
When a signal is under-sampled, high-frequency components of the original signal can appear as lower frequency components in the sampled version. These high frequencies assume the alias (or false identity) of the low frequencies, because after sampling, these very different phenomena cannot be distinguished.
In ray tracing, due to the uniform nature of the pixel grid, we often face the Spatial Aliasing problem, which shows itself in two forms. First, there will be jaggies around object edges. Second, small objects can fall between rays so that the rays miss these small objects entirely. No matter how closely the rays are packed, they can always miss a small object or a large object farther away. The solution is that instead of casting only one ray per pixel, we cast multiple rays for each pixel, and then, we find the color at each individual pixel by averaging the colors of all the rays within that pixel. This is called Anti-aliasing. In order to achieve this, we use stochastic sampling. As can be seen in Fig. 2 . we first select the number of sub-pixels based on the required resolution, then each sample point is placed in the center of a sub-pixel, and then, noise is added to the x and y locations independently so that each sample point occurs at some random location within its sub-pixel. Finally, because splitting of the domain is uniform, the final pixel color may again be found by taking the average of the sub-pixels.
However, although stochastic sampling solves many of the problems of regular ray tracing, we have picked up something new: Noise! This noise spreads out over the whole picture, but it turns out that the human visual system is much more forgiving of this form of random noise than the regular aliasing problems like the jaggies, so in this way, stochastic sampling is a good solution to aliasing problems. Now that the pixel samples are selected, another set of sample points are selected on the surface of the main lens of the camera or on the surface of the closest optical component that exists between the lens of the camera and the pixel grid. Then, initial rays are formed by randomly connecting these two sets of samples, generating the rays which will be traced through the scene using path tracing.
In case the main lens of the camera is a complex lens system (consisting of individual spherical lenses placed on a common optical axis) as can be seen in Fig. 3 , a one-time ray tracing is 
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Simulator Features and Results
We developed the ray tracer for the sole purpose of simulating the optical path of the Plenoptic camera, which later evolved into a generic camera simulator capable of simulating the optical path of any arbitrary camera. The main features of the CAMSIM are as follows.
Client-server architecture: simulator made of a server piece that handles the heavy simulation calculations, as well as a multiplatform lightweight client piece to control the server; Multithreading: simulator run on top of multiprocessing architectures and on clusters; XML-based input language for the specification of simulation parameters; support for many different objects (prism, ellipsoid, polyhedron, . . .), different light sources (point and area), textures, and lens systems; custom camera framework for designing customized cameras and putting all sorts of objects between the sensor grid and the lens and the possibility of rendering through special cameras such as plenoptic, bi-prism, . . .; object-oriented programming which makes adding new classes and objects fairly easy, without making any changes to internal engines; support for dielectric materials like mirrors, glass, crystal, optical filters, . . .; support for environmental-based lighting, which allows the insertion of virtual objects into real environments, delivering very realistic renders. Fig. 4 shows the effect of number of samples per pixels (which are selected using stochastic sampling). Increasing the samples per pixel leads to more accurate rendering, but the tradeoff is longer simulation time. 5 shows two synthesized scenes with dielectric materials and environment-based lighting in Fig. 6 . We used a dielectric material as an optical filter.
In the next section, we review the simulation results from more complex camera systems, i.e., mainly single-lens stereo camera systems.
Simulation Results of Complex Camera Systems
Plenoptic Camera
The Plenoptic Camera was designed to achieve single lens stereo by taking several snapshots of the scene from a continuum of viewpoints in a single shot. The main concept behind the design of this camera lies in the fact that light which passes through the lens of a camera is quite rich in information, from which regular cameras were not designed to take advantage. In an ordinary camera, most of the information is lost at the final moment of image formation when all of the light rays are projected onto a single planar surface and each sensor element registers the average of all the light rays striking it from different angles.
The plenoptic camera keeps track of the 3-D information of the light rays by distributing these rays over a 2-D array of converging lenses, which we call a lenticular array, causing the rays to be separated based on the angle of incident. The lenticules can be arranged in a rectangular or hexagonal lattice. The inventors suggested a rectangular arrangement with spherical lenses which we use in this simulation.
The steps taken in simulating the Plenoptic camera, and acquiring the depth map using the multibaseline depth recovery algorithm is described in detail in [12] . Here, we only present the final simulation results. Fig. 7 shows the simulation results from a plenoptic camera containing 100 Â 100 lenticules. The scene presents three superimposed boxes on which were placed 36 small cubes. The depth 
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Bi-Prism Camera
In 2000, D. Lee proposed a Novel stereo camera system by a biprism [13] . The work is the continuation of using single-lens stereo in order to minimize the problems of stereoscopy using multiple cameras. The system consists of a simple Bi-prism placed in front of the main lens of a charge-coupled device camera, providing the sensor array with two different views of the scene. Fig. 8 shows the simulation results from a Bi-Prism camera system.
Conclusion and Future Research
A novel camera simulation framework capable of simulating the optical path of a variety of camera systems through the technique of Monte-Carlo Path tracing was developed. The simulator was used to simulate the optical path of a variety of passive depth-recovery systems (like stereoscopy, the Plenoptic Camera, or the Bi-prism camera), as well as optical filters. Future research includes testing of a novel passive single-lens integrated complementary metaloxide-semiconductor depth-recovery system, which was designed using the camera simulation framework.
